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ABSTRACT

Visually impaired children (VI) face challenges in collaborative learning in classrooms. Robots have the potential to support inclusive classroom experiences by leveraging their physicality, bespoke social behaviors, sensors, and multimodal feedback. However, the design of social robots for mixed-visual abilities classrooms remains mostly unexplored. This paper presents a four-month-long community-based design process where we engaged with a school community. We provide insights into the barriers experienced by children and how social robots can address them. We also report on a participatory design activity with mixed-visual abilities children, highlighting the expected roles, attitudes, and physical characteristics of robots. Findings contextualize social robots within inclusive classroom settings as a holistic solution that can interact anywhere when needed and suggest a broader view of inclusion beyond disability. These include children’s personality traits, technology access, and mastery of school subjects. We finish by providing reflections on the community-based design process.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Blind and visually impaired (VI) children are increasingly educated in mainstream rather than special schools [24, 27, 48, 51]. Instead of viewing visual impairment as an issue to be fixed, educational institutions are adopting the social model of disability by focusing on reducing or removing the barriers that these children face [51, 54]. A variety of stakeholders, including educators, teaching assistants, parents, and technologists are exploring new ways of holistically support VI children in their school activities [11, 17, 21, 52, 56, 62, 64].

Current accommodations in mainstream classrooms include, for example, having a dedicated teaching assistant who sits with VI children through all classes and supports their learning activities [51]. Classroom content is usually made accessible through Braille, tactile diagrams or by using assistive technologies such as screen readers or screen magnification software. However, existing practices and technologies tend to prioritize accessibility over inclusion; that is, they are designed to be used by children with visual impairments alone and not by their sighted peers, which can reduce opportunities for inclusive classroom experiences. Indeed, recent studies show that children with disabilities face issues related to classroom participation, lack of collaborative learning, reduced social engagement, and potential for isolation [49, 51, 75].

Social robots could reduce barriers to inclusion. Robots are endowed with physical presence and possess social qualities that enable them to communicate with humans by following tailored social behaviors and rules. They are physically embodied and can combine several sensors as well as multimodal feedback capabilities, opening novel opportunities to enhance inclusive education where children with and without visual impairments can share technology [49, 58, 75]. However, this potential remains largely untapped. Although robots can be engaging to children [1], prior research has only started to explore robots as accessibility tools.

Figure 1: Robot design for Children in Mixed Visual Abilities Classrooms (Barriers, Classrooms activities and Findings)
We discuss the related work in four fields of research: inclusive education technologies, robot technologies for visual impairment, robot technologies in schools, and inclusive, participatory design.

2.1 Inclusive Education Technologies

Studies showed that children with special educational needs, namely visual impairment, increased in mainstream schools [24], demanding new types of support, learning experiences, and social dynamics [14, 48, 54]. New assisted educational technologies are rising to meet this trend. Current assisted education technologies [6], such as amplifiers and braille writing machines, mainly focus on individual needs, frequently are complex and need additional support form a sighted person, and are often cost-prohibitive devices. Due to that, VI children are often excluded from classroom dynamics, learning in their pace [51].

Previous research has explored how novel interactive modalities, such as sound, haptic, and tangible information, influence visually impaired children in the way they perceive visual information, geography, and diagrams [10, 16, 17, 26, 47]. However, schools are demanding new inclusive technologies and teaching approaches to allow full participation, regardless of children’s needs [51]. Simultaneously, technology has become more accessible to the entire class, with digital whiteboards, mobile computers, and phones. Those technology-enabled learning tools could leverage to meet all learners’ needs as new inclusive, affordable, and straightforward solutions. Some inclusive educational technologies are already rising for knowledge sharing [52, 58], and leisure [49]. Our work aims to enrich inclusive education techniques by using affordable and simple robots to foster all learners’ participation in mixed visual abilities classrooms.

2.2 Robot Technologies for Visual Impairment

Physical embodiment, mobility, speech, and vision are capabilities that the robots have that fostered their use as assistive technologies. Previous research used stationary and mobile robots to help visually impaired people for everyday tasks, as an audio-vision translator for navigation [2, 40, 59, 74] or for color-mapping [63], or for manual activities, such as in Bonani et al. [13] work, where a social robot engaged and supported visually impaired adults through a collaborative activity associated with a physical assembling task.

More recent research started to use robots as social enablers, leveraging on their capacity to express and perceive emotions while sustaining social relationships [30]. In [8] a set of specifications were proposed on how to create a service robot that can interact and guide a blind person through a building in an effective and socially acceptable way.

However, to have broader use, some challenges need to be surpassed. Most social robots are costly, designed for adults, and to be used mainly in indoor environments. In order to have the required capabilities they are often endowed with perception capabilities and overloaded with multi-sensory information [22], making them complex to use. Furthermore, they are often designed for general application settings, and thus not adapted to the requirements and setting designed for VI children. To tackle those challenges, we aim to explore affordable robots (using off-the-shelf robots or DIY prototypes) adapted to each child’s ability.

2.3 Robot Technologies in Schools

Robots are starting to be used in schools especially when there is a need for physical interaction [12, 61], like exploring navigation
skills, tutoring physical exercise [44], learning handwriting [7, 34] or geometry [58]. They can also explore physical embodiment and visual-spatial working memory with children with visual or hearing impairments [11, 25, 39, 49, 58, 75]. Educational robots can play different roles in schools, such as tools, teachers, or peers, having shown their ability to support learning activities, help assisted therapy, or improve social interactions. [12, 38, 70]. They can focus on the learning of a particular subject, and foster engagement [1] in that process. They are ideal for supporting new educational methods, like exploring learning by teaching [37] or applying artificial intelligence techniques to personalise and adapt to the students’ needs. However, the potential for addressing inclusion by using social robots in mixed visual abilities classrooms deployments remain, so far, fairly unexplored.

2.4 Inclusive Participatory Design

Assisted technology tools, namely for visual impairment, are often designed by sighted adults, that develop products and services to overcome the accessibility gap, without counting on the age of the user, interest, and brain ability to perceive that information [22, 78]. As a result, there is a lack of use of these tools by children. Previous design sessions already included visually impaired individuals [8, 50, 69]. Moreover, children were also involved in designing robots, [3, 60]. In recent research, mixed-visual ability children played as creative agents in designing technologies for inclusion in schools [21, 55].

Design methods often depend on visual information, memos, drawings, and role-plays, which can be a barrier for visually impaired and young children. In an inclusive, participatory design, cross-modal interactions, to allow synchronous information sharing in multi-sensory ways, are essential to retrieve and share information between young participants [50, 55]. For instance, in Metatla and Cullen’s work, [21, 49], they explored tangible approaches using robots, Metatla [50, 52] also used audio-tactile physical mock-ups designs, and Ibrahim et al. [35] used documentaries in the design process of technologies for disability. Children widely use role-play and body storming techniques in design [3, 18, 55, 71], allowing them to act and behave according to a specific context. Furthermore, the expanded proxies technique helped children empathize with each other differences in one design process to tackle inclusion [53].

Similar to Metatla et al., we are working with mixed-visual ability children, acting as creative agents in co-design activities to the design of technologies to foster inclusion in schools.

This paper extends the prior work in inclusive design by including the design activity in a mainstream school curricula in three classrooms with mixed-visual ability children. In that way, different school levels (primary and lower secondary education) worked with us, allowing us to explore the impact of age in design activities and children’s perception of inclusion.

3 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

All the children and school staff were selected from a local inclusive school and accepted to participate in the study. Parents and school staff gave their informed consent for all the sessions and the use for academic purposes. The local university ethical committee approved the study and the methodology.

The first stage of our research was centered around building relationships with stakeholders of a local school community, including educators, children, teaching assistants, special needs professionals, and parents. The aim was to build meaningful connections, mutual understanding, and trust to create a safe environment to share ideas and concerns as we progressed in our research. Thus, we engaged in a four-month-long community-based design process. The school is a privately funded institution for children aged 0 to 15 years old, which includes nursery (0-2 years old), kindergarten (3-5 years old), primary education (6-10 years old), and lower secondary education (11-15 years old). We focused our research efforts in primary and lower secondary children by immersing ourselves in multiple school activities to learn about inclusive mainstream schools in general while engaging with all stakeholders. This research stage also allowed us to address the first research question: what barriers to inclusive classrooms can social robots address? The goal was to understand mainstream schools and the challenges faced by VI children and educators in these settings.

3.1 Methodology

We combined multiple research methods to address the research question. We engaged in classroom observations in four different classes with mixed visual abilities. Each classroom had one child with visual impairment (one blind, three low vision) and sixteen sighted peers. In total, we observed 11 lectures of different subjects, which corresponds to 14 hours of observational data. During such observations, we often coordinated with educators to participate in classroom activities such as group readings and games. This allowed us to begin building rapport and fostering relationships with children, educators, and teaching assistants. We observed classrooms with and without teaching assistants to learn about VI children’s experiences when specialized one-to-one teaching is not available in the classroom. We also interviewed four educators and one teaching assistant to understand better the challenges and educational strategies currently used in mixed visual ability classrooms. These interviews lasted between 15 to 30 minutes and explored four main questions: What are the educators’ main challenges in a mixed-visual ability school? What are the children’s challenges? What are the critical barriers of children in group activities? Moreover, how can robots help overcome these challenges?

For expert opinions on the challenges of special needs education, we conducted 19 contextual inquiry sessions with four professionals: braille teacher (four sessions, two children, one blind and one low vision, total of two hours), navigation and mobility instructor (five sessions, four children, one blind and three low vision, total of four hours), speech therapist (nine sessions, six children, two low vision, total of 4.5 hours), and psychologist (one session, one hour). These professionals are part of the school community and provide support and complementary education to children with special needs, namely VI children. The goal of these sessions was to experience its dynamics and challenges as well as to understand what tools were used.

We also interviewed six parents to learn about their lived experiences raising and educating a child with visual impairment.
Each interview took, on average, 75 minutes. We explored four questions: What are your main concerns as a parent? What are the main challenges of your child in group activities in classrooms? How can robots help overcome those challenges? They also served as proxies to uncover negative and positive experiences of VI children in (and outside) mainstream schools. Simultaneously, we could leverage the connections with parents to engage with two different local associations that support VI children and their families. We interviewed six people who acted as directors or coordinators of these institutions and promoted multiple social inclusion projects for children with mixed visual abilities.

After four months of engaging with stakeholders from a local mainstream school, we understood the community as a whole better and identified existing barriers to inclusive education. Overall, we were able to engage with more than 90 children (seven VI), aged between 6 and 15 years old, and collected more than 40 hours of interviews with educators, teaching assistants, special needs professionals, and parents. We used grounded theory [19] to identify the emerging themes showing the barriers to inclusive education in mixed visual abilities classrooms. One researcher created the initial codes and an affinity diagram of the main findings. We conducted peer validation throughout the coding process [15], where three researchers met regularly to review and clarify coding and grouping decisions. We determined general themes through iterative discussions.

### 3.2 Barriers to Inclusive Classrooms

Stakeholders provided multiple perspectives about the experiences of children with visual impairments, depending on their community roles. Discussion were geared towards children’s activities and technology use in schools. Here, we focus on the most relevant barriers as they relate to the capabilities of social robots.

**Children participation in class.** In classrooms, educators focused on classroom dynamics, leading group interactions, while reaching individuals from time to time to teach or ask something. One challenge for an inclusive classroom was to balance children participation and engagement, creating a secure environment for all children and encourage them to self-express. When the teacher assistant (TA) was in the class, this balance was harder to reach, the principal teacher focused on the rest of the class, and TA frequently ignored the class dynamics, leading to a separate way of learning and the VI child lack of participation on the group activities. Fig. 1, shows a VI child focused on an amplifier, ignoring the rest of the class, with a TA on her side. One teacher suggested using a robot as an engagement controller. These robots could help the teacher balance children’s participation by perceiving and measuring all children’s engagement (by counting children’s interactions) and identifying the next speaker.

**Performing visually demanding tasks.** One barrier observed for inclusion in mixed visual abilities groups is that people tend to avoid asking VI children to do visually demanding tasks, without exploring any other way to overcome their difficulties. Although this is understandable while mitigating the risk and minimizing frustration. It sometimes leaves unexplored paths for innovation, reducing future expectations. Some parents, educators, and even classmates stated that sometimes they constrain VI children’s jobs to mitigate their frustration of not doing a specific task. For example, they avoid asking a VI child to do a visual task, such as reading a book, doing a puzzle, getting a rubber, finding an answer in a text, or drawing a picture (fig. 1 shows a blind child painting process).

Without facing these challenges, VI children often do not explore new ideas and solutions, impacting inclusion in classroom tasks. Innovation in visual recognition shows a considerable potential to use technology, and social robots, to be people’s eyes [2, 13]. In reading and exploring text activities. Robots could take a photo of the text, convert it to non-visual interfaces, such as sound, braille, or digital information and allow VI children to access the text and explore it from anywhere. Educational teacher and the braille teachers also suggested that robots could help visually impaired children dance and paint by helping them perceive the space, movement, and the drawing result.

**Accepting differences.** Parents, educators, and psychologists referred to as common challenges children’s acceptance of their impairment. All VI children involved in this research found it difficult to accept their differences (in fig.1 a VI girl was walking in the street, and was trying to hide her walking stick), deal with the frustration, and have or had therapy to overcome that feeling. Two of them also practice yoga or judo to help manage stress and improve their body space awareness. One mother referred that outside the school, there is a clear sense of exclusion from sighted children (and even adults). People in general do not know how to talk with her blind child, avoiding any contact, which leads to a powerful feeling of exclusion from her daughter and herself. This discomfort is well known in literature [68] was also mentioned by one of the Braille teachers.

One future use of social robots could be to help children overcome their frustration by playing the role of a personal confidant. Therapists and the psychologist involved in this community study, suggested a potential use for robots in their sessions could be impersonating a “blind” robot that needs to overcome some difficulty, and thus helping by seeing it through a third person perspective. However, the psychologist involved in this study also raised some concerns on the impact of involving a robot in the therapy, particularly in using robots as friends’ substitutes, which could have a negative effect by reducing the need for peer interactions.

**Expressing non-verbal behavior.** In our research, we interviewed two Braille teachers. They were both visually impaired: one was blind and the other with a profound low vision. These sessions were very enlightening, as both of them had been VI children, they shared with us their feelings and frustrations as they grew up. They detailed several challenges for VI children. They pointed out that one of the major challenges for inclusion where robots could help lies in the difficulty that blind children have to learn facial expressions and social gestures, like looking surprised (open their eyes), saying ok, or thumbs down. In general educators avoid using visual cues, limiting the communication and learning of those cues. Due to that, blind children regularly do not use gestures (facial or body movements) to express themselves [31, 46] affecting the interaction...
since they usually remain in the same pose and expression. In a mixed-visual-ability group conversation [68], it is sometimes tricky for sighted and visually impaired children to perceive each other’s emotions. Following the braille teacher suggestion, social robots could help address this challenge by recognizing their peers’ non-verbal behavior and imitating (physically) or verbalizing it, thus helping a VI child express and change their non-verbal behavior accordingly.

**Access to visual information.** Classrooms are full of visual information. Educators referred that they try to translate all visual information there present and share it with their pupils. However, there is always some loss of information and a delay in sending and receiving that information. One example given occurred in a math class, where the teacher was explaining some geometry concepts and used her body movements to illustrate the difference between parallel and perpendicular lines. The VI child in the classroom was obviously not able to perceive the gestures. She suggested that a robot could help by mimicking her movement to help children would physically, through touch, follow the robot’s gestures, and thus learn spatial concepts and geometry in the future.

**Peer recognition.** Blind and low vision children need to continuously identify their peers and educators based on sound and other clues, which can sometimes be impossible due to overlaps in sound or distractions. It is a considerable barrier to inclusion, as the VI child sometimes does not know with whom he or she is interacting with. Educators referred that robots could support VI children during classes to help them by moving in the direction of the speaker, or naming her/him, helping to identify who the child is interacting with.

**Perceiving what is happening.** A mother referred that VI children often ask some sighted peers to describe the environment. Although many children help, this often becomes hard to sustain. She also gave how this affects the inclusion in family activities. One example shared was related to a family outing to see a ballet show. Her VI child was repeatedly asking her mother to describe what was happening. After a while, both were bored and exhausted, and stopped sharing what was happening; they never went to see a ballet show again as a family. She said that it could have helped blind children perceive the performance autonomously and return to ballet again if they had a robot that could also help by describing what was happening. Figure 1 shows examples of classroom activities associated with this barrier.

The stakeholders raise novel uses of social robots to overcome physical impairment challenges at school and society. They can play a role in enabling VI children to be more involved in classroom activities, to know who is participating and perceive their behaviors, to perceive spatial concept, convert a text to non-visual information on the fly (without the need of waiting for a braille version or larger font). Robots can also be used in therapy to proxy a situation or describe a family event or a classroom activity. However, educators also fear the impact of robot dependency for a visually impaired child’s future relations with other children.

4 INCLUSIVE PARTICIPATORY DESIGN PROCESS

Having gained an understanding of the barriers in mainstream classrooms and identified potential activities for social robots to promote inclusive education, we aim to address the second and third research question: what characteristics do children with mixed visual abilities expect from social robots? Moreover, how can we engage children with and without visual impairments in participatory design activities of novel robotic devices?

We conducted a four-week long participatory design process at the same mainstream school, where we engaged with three groups of mixed ability children once a week. The groups were selected based on one VI child’s presence in their class, and all the participating students were used to work in mixed-visual abilities groups. Based on the feedback from educators and school coordinators, we felt necessary to engage with the whole class to guarantee that all children would be included in the activity rather than just a subgroup selected based on physical abilities or other factors. The inclusive, participatory design process was embedded in the school curricula, particularly in the technology education classes and citizenship classes. Together with three educators, one per each school level, and a teaching assistant, we created a series of workshops and activities to design robotic devices for inclusive education. We conducted these activities with 54 children (5 visually impaired) from primary and lower secondary education.

4.1 Classrooms activities for Social Robots

For each of the barriers we explore different activities with robots and five come up: (1) Child helper for supporting VI children to perform visually demanding tasks, and access educational information in an autonomous way; (2) Dance, to foster the exploration of non verbal behaviors, and space concepts in a visually demanding task; (3) Teacher assistant, to help children access to information and participation in classroom activities; (4) Friend, to promote relations that accept, value and adapt to each other differences and behaviors; and (5) Storyteller, to explore acting and non verbal behaviors. In fig 1, show the relation between emerged barriers and activities for the participatory design. Three principal educators reviewed the activities proposed to ensure that those were inclusive and relevant in the school context.

4.2 Inclusive Prototyping Toolkit

One of the objectives of the workshops was for mixed-visual-ability groups to build physical prototypes. We paid special attention to the accessibility of materials for the design workshop, including using large fonts, Braille, color-coding [57], and textures (Figure 2).

To help the ideation processes, we printed cards with features of social robots as well as blank cards that children could use to propose novel features. Each card included an image, printed labels, Braille labels, and texture information. Cards were also color coded by features: communication, emotion, personality, mobility, material, senses, functions, and shape. We identified several options for each of the robot’s features, as illustrated in Figure 2. Blank cards for mobility, shape and function, for them to define. And We created five predefined features values inspired by our community engagement process. Communication cards: (1) Writes, (2)
We ran a four-week long design process where we held a series of workshops to generate insights designing social robots for inclusive education. We worked with 54 children (5 visually impaired) divided into three groups, which corresponded to their school year: Primary school (N=18, 3 children with low vision, Mean Age = 13.23, SD=0.43), fifth grade (N=19, 1 child with low vision, Mean Age = 10.78, SD=0.41), eigth grade (N=17, 1 blind child, Mean Age = 13.23, SD=0.43). We split the groups into smaller teams of 3-4 children. Teams were asked to build the robots. They idealized robots and drew them by writing or reading post-its on their behalf). Researchers also had an active role by prompting children to build on each other’s ideas or think about alternatives. At the end of each session, all children, including VI children, presented their ideas to the class.

In the exploration and familiarization phase, we randomly assigned an activity to each team and encouraged the children to discuss and reflect upon it. Additionally, educators had the vital role of directing questions to the least participative children and supporting them in expressing those ideas (e.g., by writing or reading post-its on their behalf). Researchers also had an active role by prompting children to build on each other’s ideas or think about alternatives. At the end of each session, all children, including VI children, presented their ideas to the class.

The presentation and critique phase took place once children finished idealizing their robots. Teams were asked to share their ideas and design decisions with the class. Other children were encouraged to comment, ask questions, or provide new ideas to their classmates. The facilitator also provided several reflective questions to understand why children chose, for instance, a given morphology or communication modality.

Next, we conducted the making robotic devices phase. Unlike the other phases, which took place in a single design session, over 3 weeks. Teams were asked to build the robots. They idealized robots using recycled materials. The goal of this activity was to encourage children to materialize their ideas and reflect upon it. Additionally, they could use the physical prototype to illustrate behaviors and bodystorming [18, 53, 71].

The final phase of the design process was enacting. Children were asked to create a script that demonstrated how their creation would behave in the proposed activity. Children were encouraged to enact a small play to illustrate the capabilities of the robot in group interaction. There was a strong emphasis on asking children to simulate what the robot would do and how it would do it, particularly how it would interact with others.

During four weeks, we organized weekly workshops, of two hours, for each of the groups, organized as follow: Workshop 1 In the first week, children did the activities and ideation phase. Workshop2 In the second week, we started the making robotic devices phase. children focused on detailing their group ideas, selecting the final features, materials, and drawings. They shared and presented a detailed design in an online class. Workshop3 In the third week, children continued the making robotic devices phase. They made their robotic devices individually, and showed their prototypes in an online class. And Workshop4 In the fourth week, the enacting phase took place. A role-play with the robot prototype, was recorded in video and presented to the class.
4.4 Findings

This section presents the analysis and results of the fifty-four drawings and class presentations, twenty-four physical prototypes, and fifteen role-plays. All classes involved had one VI child, and all participants were familiar with interacting in mixed-visual ability groups. Figure 3 illustrates examples of robots drawing sketches, prototypes, and role-plays. Robots C, D, E, F, G, I, J were designed by mixed-visual ability team members, robots D, J, G were built by VI children, and sighted children built the remaining robots. All teams shared their ideas in the class, and received feedback from their colleagues. We had three teams for each activity child helper (N=9, one visually impaired); Dancing (N=10, all sighted); Teacher assistant (N=12, one blind, one low vision); Friend (N=12, one low vision); Storyteller (N=11, one low vision). In this section we detailed the main findings that emerged from the data.

Educational robot’s roles to foster inclusion. Overall, the diversity of inclusive experiences in schools prompted participants to produce robot designs with a range of roles, commonly used in education [12, 38, 45], such as facilitator, friend, teacher and, tools. However, they were distinct, from other educational tools, in three ways: They were designed to circulate, had several assistive tools, and focused on children’ engagement (N=30, SD=0.49) rather than in one to one interactions (N=14, SD=0.44).

Facilitators robots were agents supporting the activity (N=30, SD=0.50). The “CACJ robot (C,D)”, were two teacher assistants, made by one blind and one sighted girl from the same team. They were able to do repetitive tasks, such as repeating the previous teacher information, when children were inattentive or keep silent in the class, and had a braille machine and an amplifier to extend VI children capacity. “Joca robot (F)”, from a sighted team, is a children helper robot. Provided alerts, to keep children aware of time, and focused on children’ engagement (N=30, SD=0.49) rather than one to one interactions (N=14, SD=0.44).

Tool robots, participants designed robots as tools (N=10, SD=0.38). They use robots as tools providers, such as translators, cleaners, or logistics machines. They differ from facilitator robots, as they were executors that reacted to children’s orders; they did not act in any proactive behavior. “RAVI robot (G,H)”, made by a mixed-ability team that loved music and dogs; RAVI robot interacted by speech and sound and had the ACDC main singer’s voice. It also understood and spoke in animal language, so it played as a translator machine, allowing the group to talk and interact with dogs. RAVI was also a logical machine used around the school, exploring class presentations, twenty-four physical prototypes, and fifteen role-plays. It had a Caterpillar and hooks to climb and collect an object from outreached places. Although it had a personalized voice to interact and the capacity to talk with dogs, it did not trigger any action by itself; it only reacted to requests. At home in role-plays, those tool robots also performed as bedroom cleaners (tidying up toys) and sanitation machines, due to COVID pandemic impact.

Robot accessible to all. Children designed their robots to be accessible to all, with numerous senses to adapt to children’ needs, multimodal feedback, enriched by several assistive tools. Children selected vision as the most used robot sense (N=39, SD=0.45), followed by hearing (N=38, SD=0.46), and touch (N=15, SD=0.45). No one enables their robot with taste or smell capabilities. Vision and hearing coupled together and used simultaneously to...
enrich information, for example in “Jaquim robot (A)”’s roleplay, children asked “Jaquim” to “find my friend,” and the robot used vision to look for him in the play-yard. Touch was used to perceive child emotions in hugging, or to receive orders with buttons. Only one robot did not combine multiple senses and used a keyboard to input information.

All robots had more than one output channel. They vary between the human-like channels (N=34, SD=0.49), such as sound, speech, body movements, facial expressions, haptic, and tactile; and extra-human channels (N=21, SD=0.49) such as lighting, projection, inter-robot communication, animals language, power line or out of human-hearing frequencies. In the performative activities, dance and storyteller, the most used output channel was the visual (N=8, SD=0.63), due to body movement and facial expressions. All other activities, the sound was the primary communication channel (N=43, SD=0.90), due to its ease of use and its potential for engaging all children of this group. For robot visual feedback, coloring and lights were the most used ones (N=21, SD=0.49) to focus attention and awareness on information shared, exploring robot physical dynamics to perceive space, position, and movements. All VI children involved in the study could perceive lights (and two were color blind), so the sighted and mixed-visual ability teams were familiar to use amplifiers, colors, textures, and lights to share information inside the classroom.

The children explored several different accessibility features and tools; 34 prototypes had at least one assistive tool (N=34, SD=0.52). Sound and verbal communication-based technology were the most commonly selected, in sync with preferred output communication channels (N=29, SD=0.49). They were used to repeat teacher speech, or voice recognition. Children designed tactile based technology (N=5, SD=0.29), such as braille printers, buttons, and tangible tablets. Furthermore, nine robots had visual-based technology (N=9, SD=0.38), such as sign language, projectors, and face recognition. Furthermore, all of them had mobility.

Robots social, physical and intelligent behaviors to foster inclusive experiences. Children design robots as social agents [9, 23, 30], to perceived and express emotions through natural clues. For example, “Roxy robot (I)” cheer-up children. Alternatively, as social evocative “Teacher Anna robot (E)” spoke softly, clearly, slowly, and to help children be focused and engaged in the classroom, allowing full participation of the all-class. They also performed distinct personalities. The most common traits were outgoing and happiness (N=32, SD=0.50), but they also mimic or complement children’ personalities and interests. “RAVI robots (G,H)”, mimic team members’ interests “our robot do not like football or do dangerous activities”. Other robots complement team weakness “our robot will be organized, and cleans the room because we are messy”.

Moreover, robot dynamics and physicality nurtured mixed-visual ability relations. Robots were using their mobility capacity to do actions by the children, allowing children to stay longer together, as in “RAVI robots (G,H)” that collected missing school materials. They were also used, as in “Jaquim robot (A)”, to create new children interactions, by leveraging robot proximity capacity, holding children’s hand, and guide them around to approach new friends. Robot’s appearance vary from objects, animals, humans, and fiction shapes [3, 77]. Robots were all up to 1m height, maybe to ease children interactions and possible support materials weight. In some cases, robots impersonate their friends or educators, “our robot is like our friend Sophie” or “our robot has our teacher’s name, Anna, and size”. Children also dressed robots up to express different personalities and explore different textures, using clothes, high heels shoes, and pirate hats.

Children designed intelligent robots for teaching roles, when robots helped children in their homework, or whenever they were proactive.

Inclusion through children eyes. When analyzing the data through children’s eyes, we found out that the most common reason for exclusion was their state of mind (shyness, loneliness, or terrible temper) (N=17, SD=0.64) and not impairment (N=11, SD=0.36). In the third-place, they identify a lack of shared interests (N=9, SD=0.6). This finding suggests that children do not recognize impairment as the primary exclusion factor, even though teams frequently selected accessibility features for their robot. For primary school, child loneliness was the main exclusion factor; however, a girl, robot “Pearl (K)” fig. 3, added knowledge as a critical factor (she had difficulties in reading, and that made her feel uncomfortable and excluded). In the fifth grade class, the top exclusion reasons were different interests (N=9, SD=0.59) and shyness (N=4, SD=0.41). Only the oldest class mention impairment as the main factor for social disengagement, followed by shyness and loneliness (N=7, SD=0.24). This finding suggests that age influences the perception of impairment as a factor for exclusion.

For children, the most relevant activity for inclusion was friend “all children need friends, to share their daily life, for support and companion”, followed by teacher “Teachers need help when no one is paying attention”, and children helper “child helper is useful when a child is ill, and a storyteller is relevant for promoting reading”, the least relevant was dancing “all children know how to dance, we do not need a robot for that”.

A child suggested at the end of the participatory design a genuinely inclusive activity, to be explored in future work. He suggested that “a robot could build a movie theater in anyplace in the school. A robot would project the film, mimic acting, describe the scene, and at the same time, convert the subtitles to native languages and sign languages. The class could select their favorite film and experience the movie together, allowing all children with and without impairments, to engaged in an extended reality experience”.

5 DISCUSSION
This section discusses our research reflection, robot design recommendations, and limitations of our work, with an Inclusive school community. The barriers for inclusion in schools identified by the community and the analysis of the robot prototypes made by mixed-visual abilities teams can guide designers and researchers for future work with educational robots and design patterns for inclusion in human-robot interaction. Future inclusive, participatory design sessions can benefit from our embedded school curricula experience, dealing with different abilities, and reusing our inclusive toolkit for robot design.
5.1 Reflections on Community-based Design

Findings from community engagement with educators and children through interviews and observations showed the richness and enlightenment of a user-centered approach to envision challenges for inclusion and how technology can tackle them.

Being present when working with a school community, is essential to foster trust and engagement with stakeholders. It allowed them to share fears, challenges, and experiences, during lessons, break time, or whenever they occur, without having a predefined slot for sharing all their thoughts in a one-time interview. Being in school allowed us to speak regularly with them. In some cases, they reflected on initial conversations and returned to us with new insights and thoughts, allowing us to have a broader view of inclusion challenges. We reached parents and learn about their family challenges daily. Talked with visually impaired adults, that shared with us their child experiences. Observed the classroom impact with and without special needs teacher presence. We spotted play-yard dynamics and discussed their fears and concerns with educators when dealing with mixed-visual ability children. Moreover, we perceived children’s emotional needs by speaking to them and talking with parents, educators, therapists, and psychologists. Also, by observation of the school dynamics, researchers uncovered inclusion and exclusion behaviors. A child put his arms around a visually impaired peer to drive him around the class, or some derogatory comments on younger ages related to their colleagues’ ability to read or draw. Researchers' role and ability to empathize with different stakeholders, adapting to children’s dynamics, differences, and needs was also crucial for the engagement throughput [78]. Moreover, It was of foremost importance to align the interviewees to the research’s aim and show them novel technology to enlighten the interviewees to future robot uses.

5.2 How to Engage in Inclusive Participatory Design

Our design-based approach allowed us to discover novel ways to engage with mixed-visual abilities classes in an inclusive, participatory design while building social robots to tackle schools’ inclusion. These sessions' findings are useful to others co-designing with visually impaired and sighted children, as they give insights into the challenges of an engaged inclusive, participatory design with children.

Embedding the participatory design in school curricula. We included our activity in the technology education discipline during lectures, in fig. 1 photos of two participatory design sessions. We enriched teacher educational material with our material. All materials were reviewed and aligned with educators, adapting our writing to children’s ages, knowledge, and subjects. Researchers knew the participants and had previously been in those classes for over a month. This preparation phase allowed researchers to bond with the teacher, understand children’s dynamics inside the classroom, and accessibility constraints. Moreover, at the start of participatory design activity, children had already engaged with researchers, accepting their authority, and co-leadership with their principal teacher. Educators and researchers were asked not to share their ideas, to mitigate the risk of restraining children’s thoughts. One braille teacher printed all braille labels, and researchers and educators reviewed wording. The school community was tireless in supporting these activities, and their expertise, and insights were priceless.

Adapting materials and tasks to children’s different needs without an individual approach. During the preparation phase, we created materials, built a PD toolkit, illustrated in fig. 2, and sessions logistics were adapted to classroom space. All materials were multi-sensory for VI children to perceive the information simultaneously with their peers and in most of the time in the same platform. During the participatory design sessions, researchers equally treated children. In some demanding visual tasks, such as exploring the robots, we asked visually impaired children to help and hold the robots while presenting them to the class, see photo in fig. 1. With this approach, visually impaired children could touch and calmly explore the robots before the others, without forcing an individual task. Whenever there was a specific need from a visually impaired child, not solved inside his team, researchers and educators addressed that as a group task.

From a community-based approach to a participatory design in the context. Our novel approach of a PD within a classroom context was possible due to the previous community engagement process. In the first stage, the stakeholders acted as informers [42], which allowed the gathering of the barriers to tackle and use in further participatory design activities. At the same time, it enabled researchers to build rapport with school stakeholders, namely educators and children. In the second stage, the participatory design process was co-designed with educators; that is, design research activities were embedded in a multi-learning experience [42], where educators shared pedagogical goals and researchers contributed with design methods to achieve those goals within a classroom environment. The participatory design process was structured around pedagogical goals that ranged from understanding and reflecting about challenges, working in groups to ideation, researching, prototyping, and communicating ideas. Moreover, these activities were created within the classroom context with situated challenges [67]. Children’s living experiences in mix-visual ability schools and inclusive co-design activities, resulted in social robots that are inherently accessible or aim to tackle accessibility issues in this context.

5.3 Design Recommendations for robots for inclusive classroom experiences

Our analysis identified robot design features and children’s perspectives for inclusive activities. In this section, we integrate these findings and discuss how children perceive the need for a robotic device for inclusion. Understanding these needs can guide robot designers when addressing robot for inclusive experiences.

Robot physicality over social and intelligent capabilities. We identify design recommendations for robots using their physicality, social capabilities, and intelligence. Physicality of the robot, is the primary feature to foster engagement in mixed-visual ability children, allowing children to have a holistic tool that moves in the school, and supports them in classroom activity, allowing
them to interact with it wherever they were and whenever they want. Robots often express social capabilities to perform distinct personalities, develop social behaviors, and perceive children’s feelings. When dealing with a learning delay, the intelligence of the robot gets relevant.

The risk of overloading information. Robots were accessible to all children, with numerous sensors and multimodal feedback, allowing children to access information simultaneously and choose the preferred way to interact. Our research recommends these multiple ways of interacting and enhancing the robot with multiple assistive tools, allowing an all in one solution to interact anywhere. However, this recommendation brings other challenges that need to be addressed. When designing with multiple communication modalities, there is a risk of overloading information to the class [22], creating a noisy interaction instead of a clear one, promoting a distraction instead of engagement in classroom activities. Another challenge is in the robot input information. With several sensors and multiple children interacting simultaneously, robots can be confused by the amount of information received. It can be challenging to identify to whom and when to interact. Therefore, we recommend a balanced use of communication channels and less intrusive modalities to interact with the Robot, as using colors, lights, gestures, sound bites, and pressure.

Robot can also be an intruder. One implication of using robots in an inclusive classroom is their distraction factor of its performance in classroom dynamics. During role-plays, children acted with robots in a controlled way. They decided when the robot should speak, move, or provide any service, in a predefined screenplay. However, in a real classroom environment, the intended robot autonomy and dynamism, by deciding how to behave, when to move, and circulate, can be a barrier for inclusion. Robots can distract the children’s from class, just by moving around and acting when not expected. In future designs, we recommend designers to tune robot autonomy to avoid this distraction effect.

5.4 Broader Implications for Inclusive Classrooms

It was hard to define inclusion at school without creating a child’s stigmatization feeling. Researchers and educators decided to define inclusive activity as a group activity accessible to all. Based on this definition, children explored several types of exclusion: shyness, loneliness, impairment, no technology access, and mastery of school subjects. Young children do not perceive impairment as exclusion at all, and only in the eighth grade class, the teams addressed it thought their robots. However, all grades children add accessibility features in their robots. When designing for inclusion between children, we suggest that the definition of inclusion should be crystal clear without being a segregation factor.

5.5 Limitations and Future Work

Our study has several limitations, we worked with one private inclusive schools with few visually impaired children, and this school community focused on inclusive teaching with sighted and visually impaired children.

Because the last three sessions of the participatory design were remote, we had several limitations: primary school teams were not able to conclude their work; Older children worked and talked with each other asynchronously. Without observation, findings from those conversations were not explored or recorded; and Family members may have influenced the final work. Although, we never felt participants were restricted, as they were highly engaged through all the workshops and develop new ideas.

We focused mainly on one robot’s behaviors to many children; therefore, future work should explore the design patterns of inclusion in groups of mixed-visual abilities children with more than one robot. The use of social robots in classroom settings raises several ethics concerns that are being discussed in the HRI field, in our future work we intend to study the ethics and emerging tensions when deploying these technologies in the real-world contexts. We intend also to reconfirm our findings in a public schools, and build and evaluate our recommendations’ effectiveness in a long-term study in classrooms and remote educational lessons.

6 CONCLUSION

We conducted a 4-month long community-based design research process to explore the potential of social robots in supporting inclusive classroom experiences. We engaged with community stakeholders - educators, teaching assistants, special needs professionals, parents, sighted children, and children with visual impairments - to explore the barriers to inclusion in schools and how robots could help overcome these barriers. Findings highlight issues with group participation, nonverbal communication, access to information, attitudes towards disability, and task execution. We then embedded a participatory design process within the school curricula and engaged children to reflect how social robots could be used in a set of classroom activities. Outcomes include recommendations for future design social robots area within mixed-visual abilities classrooms. Our recommendations emphasize the importance of physicality, spatial navigation, affective capabilities, and multisensory feedback as a means to support social engagement and accessibility.
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